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Ohio residents are
not immune to the
threat of earthquakes

BGSU Bachelor** DtfTM Graduation
OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH FEBRUARY 2010

TOO*

"It is important that
people understand

ByChri.lin.T.lb.tt
Reporter

Within the first two months that Ohio is a pretty
of the new year, two earthquakes with magnitudes of 7.0
active state..."
and 8.8 struck Haiti and Chile
respectively, leaving hundreds Mike Hansen | Ohio Seismic Network
of thousands dead and millions
homeless. With two catastroph- noticeable earthquakes since
ic earthquakes already under 1776; 15 of them caused minor to
2010's belt, some might wonder moderate damage.
Hansen said the probability of
what the chances are of this type
of natural disaster happening in earthquakes occurring in Ohio
is very high.
Ohio.
"Ohio averages about six earthExperts at the Ohio Seismic
Network said northwest Ohio quakes per year," Hansen said.
was shaken by a small earth- "These occur mostly in northquake at about 5 p.m. on Feb. 25. east Ohio and in western Ohio in
Mike Hansen, coordinator of the places such as Shelby."
The Ohio Seismic Network is
Ohio Seismic Network, said the
quake was a magnitude 2.5 and an organization run by volunwas located between Bettsville teers across the state that operates seismic stations 24 hours a
and Fostoria in Seneca County.
According to a reviewtimes. day, seven days a week. Hansen
com report, Aymee Flores, 31, of said the stations pick up any
Fostoria, was getting ready to ground motion and record it to
go out to dinner when she said measure the magnitude of any
she could feel the ground start earthquakes.
"With this data, we can then
to shake.
"It made horrible noises. It was locate the epicenter of the quake
really an eerie feeling. I thought and figure out its seismic risk, as
that my husband Greg had hit well as inform us about faults
the garage with his car," Flores that lie beneath the surface of
the ground," he said.
said in the report.
Hansen said the recent earthFlores ran to her 4-year-old
son to see what was happening quake in Fostoria was of a small
when they nearly knocked each magnitude, and took place about
three miles below the surface
other down.
"My son was terrified," she said. of the ground. Any populated
areas would have had a notice"It took both of us by surprise."
The Division of Geological able shake that lasted only a few
Survey of the Ohio Department seconds.
"It is important that people
of Natural Resources coordinates a network of 25 seismo- understand that Ohio is a pretty
graph stations throughout Ohio, active state, more active than
including one at the University.
SeeQUAXES|Page2
According to the network, Ohio
has experienced more than 160
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Prolonging
THE PATH TO A CAP AND GOWN
Many students stay in school for more than four years to earn an undergraduate degree
By Anthony Phillips

Bill Knight, associate vice provost of planning and
accountability, said students are, on average, graduating
in 4.3 years.
"So, four years and a semester," Knight said.
Most students come to college thinking they can gradKnight said he is unsure why students do not graduate
uate in four years, but statistically most will not.
That is the way i,t was for Tyler Sworden, a 2009 gradu- in four years since most campus programs are designed
for that amount of time.
ate and former BG News staffer.
Although most students of the 2005 freshman class are
Sworden's college career lasted seven years, but he said
he was in and out of school. Put together, his enrolled headed to graduate in five or six years, there has been a
rise in four-year graduates, according to the institutional
period was about five years.
Sworden said he does not mind how long it took him to research division.
The University has shown a gradual increase
graduate; he decided to take college at his own pace.
in the number of four-year graduates, and
"I very much beat to my own drum," he said.
According to the University's institutional research has been seeing the percentage of students
division, almost 40 percent of freshmen from 1994 to 2005
did not graduate within four years. More than half of the
See GRADUATE Page 2
• students from those years graduated in five years.
Reporter

OVER THE RHINE

CAMPUS
BRIEF

Local program provides
college tutors for children
"I came in and there
were a bunch of

By Anthony Phillip*
Reporter

C0WTHEY STELLAR I THE BG NEWS

SING: The band Over The Rhine plays in Kobacker Hall Tuesday evening. Proceeds from the concert, which was sponsored by CRU
and the University Activities Organization, were given to Compassion International in support of Haiti Relief. Check out another photo
on page 3.

What happened to creativity?

Schools aim to educate children, but when children need a
little extra help, University students can assist them.
The Help-A-Child Program
is a tutoring program that has
helped kindergartners through
sixth graders read at the appropriate level for more than 30
years in Bowling Green, while at
the same time giving University
students an outlet to practice
teaching.
Kenwood
Elementary
Principal Martha I ether
originally worked at Crim
Elementary, where she was first
introduced to the Help-A-Child
Program in the city's school

StPatAksDaybaceJebratMntorall

A Biological Sciences graduate
teaching assistant was Uied in a traffic
acodent Morviay evening near Kroger.
Chosta BOW-IT. 35, was leavmg the
Kroger parbng lot. cuming south onto North
Main Street when Lehman Myers, 81. of
Toledo, struck her vehicle on the passenger
side, said Lt Tony Hetnck of the Bowling
Green Police Dwrsion. The impact sent
Bowens car into three other vehicles stopped
atthebght

strangers wandering
the halls."
Martha Fettier | Principal
district.

Hetrick said witnesses indicated Myers
ran a red light

Fether said on her first day
she was a little surprised.
"I came in and there were a
bunch of strangers wandering
the halls," she said.
Fether said she liked the
program and, along with a colleague, decided to restructure
it to better suit the children's
needs. She said the old program

Bowen was transported to Wood County
Hospital and then to Mercy St. Vincent's Medical
Center in Toledo She was pronounced dead at
II pin.
Myers was taken to Wood County Hospital but
his rjjnes did not appear lite threatening. Hetnck
sad His condition n unknown at this time
There were no other tijuries.
Hetrjck said the case ts being reviewed by
the Wood County Prosecutor's office and no
charges have been filed at this time.

See TUTORS | Page!

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

SPORTS

FORUM

Graduate assistant
dies in car accident

Football players shoot for NFL positions

Creativity only goes so tar in today's society,

Green beer, shamrocks and St Patrick unite a nation

Fifteen former Falcon football players attempted to impress

where ideas ate sucked dry and people are

generally divided by ancestral lines and a sense of

NFL scouts at Doyt Perry Stadium during Pro Day Tuesday,

only looking to make a quick buck, says

brotherhood is created, even if only for one day.

including Freddie Barnes.' Tyler Sbeehan. PJ. Mahone and

columnist HamaBbela | Pag* 4

says columnist Bryan Warrick | Pag« 4

Jahmal Brown | Rifle «

What should happen to people wh J don't wear
green on St. Patrick's Day?
DAYVMUUXJWHEY
Junior. Business

"17 shot, of Jameson on the spot"
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Lmky a Save Smm Green!
Shamrock Village Condominiums
Enjoy quiet living in a location with easy access to BGSU and Downtown
Bowling Green. Great for BGSU faculty/staff and young professionals.
Call 419.354.0070 for floor plans and pricing.
Also see our website www.shamrockBG.com

4 great floorplans, 1&2 bedrooms
• Natural gas fireplace
• Central air
• Laundry room
• Pets allowed (with fee)
• Jacuzzi tub (some units)
•Dishwasher/disposal/stove/refrigerator
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BLOTTER

The New £32

ILillft

Vitamin D deficiency
common across country

MON., MARCH
15
7:51 P.M.
Complainant reported a man he
sold rims to in the Meijer parking
lot paid $950 in fake $50 bills.

By Sh.ln. Smith
Reporter

TUE., MARCH 16
12:41 A.M.
Thomas Nye, 63, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for
domestic violence after a fight
between him and his son within
the 100 block of E. Napoleon
Road.

\ ONLINE: Go to bqviews.com for the
^ complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
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COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS:
Upgraded clubhouse
BBQ grills and picnic area
Spacious fitness center
Spa-like tanning room
Relaxing pool furniture
Basketball court
Spacious hot tub
24-hour computer center
On-site management and maintenance

APARTMENT FEATURES:
Individual leases
Individual bedrooms
Individual bathrooms in ALL units
Spacious living rooms
Furnished units available
Washer and dryer in each unit
High-speed Internet
Roommate matching
Full kitchens

any other surrounding slates,"
Hansensaid. "Bigearthquakes
happen about every hundred
years or so, and since we have
records that date back to over
200 years, it is very possible
that Ohio could have an earthquake up to a magnitude of 6
tomorrow, or in 100 years. This
is why it is important for our
researchers to try and get a
handle on it."
Hansen said the reason Ohio has such a high
probability of earthquakes is
because the state is located on
top of flat rock, which creates
a risk bigger than the risk in
places such as California,
because
California
has
mountains
that
usually
block earthquakes from
continuing.
"It's useful information
for students to know that
during earthquakes thingssuch
as bookshelves fall down," he
said. "It is smart for people to
crawl under a large sturdy table,
or stand in a doorway, where
the walls reinforce it. .It is also
smart for people to anchor their
hot water heaters to doors to
prevent any gas leakage."
The
most
notable
earthquake in Ohio happened
on March 2, 1937, in Anna.
According to earthquake.gov,
plaster fell and walls cracked
in a school house, which was
later declared unsafe. Many
chimneys were thrown down.
It was estimated to have been
a magnitude of about 5.4. The
total area affected by the
earthquake
included
approximately 181,000 square
kilometers in Ohio, Indiana
and Michigan.

College student bone development and other health problems may be at risk due to the
vitamin D deficiency across the
country.
A nationwide deficiency of
vitamin D is being linked to
various diseases and lack of
regulation in the immune system.
Dietetic major and senior
Amber Wistinghausen said now
is the most important time for
college students to get enough
vitamin D in their systems.
"You're building bone until
the age of 30 and vitamin D
helps in the uptake in calcium," Wistinghausen said. "If
you don't have that vitamin D,
you're not strengthening your
bones."
Sophomore Tomeka Kolleh
said she also felt this information was important because
college students don't have the
best diets and they need to be
aware of their health and the
steps it takes to be healthy.
In today's society, people
might not be exposed to enough
sunlight. Children are in the
house more, on the computer
and playing video games, and
adults are working jobs sitting
behind computers, according
to medicalnewstoday.com.
According to the Web site,
vitamin D can support the
immune system against the
common cold, help maintain
a healthy body weight and
reduce the severity of asthma
symptoms.
"The recommended amount

"If you don't have
that vitamin D, you're
not strengthening
your bones."

GRADUATE
From Page 1
graduating in four years
remain steady in the 30
percentile range.
However, most students
are still not graduating in four
years.
Knight said many students
change their major and that
can be a issue.
Senior Melissa Moon said
she is graduating in five years
because she switched her major
from journalism to interpersonal communication.
"I changed my major spring of
my junior year, so it set me back
pretty far," Moon said.
Moon said based on friends
and her experience, four
years is not enough time to
graduate.
Moon said she believes most
students who switch majors
graduate in five or six years
because of required classes for

Amber Wistinghausen | Senior
for adults is up to 1-2000 milligrams a day," said Health
Services Registered and
Licensed Dietician lane
Crandall. "Vitamin D is fat soluble, so people can't just dive
in and take very large doses of
vitamin D because they could
end up hurting themselves."
Seafoods like salmon, tuna,
mackerel and sardines, are fortified withvitaminD.alongwith
milk, yogurt, cereal, orange
juice, egg yolk and margarine.
However, when purchasing
these items it is important to
check the labels to make sure
that they have been fortified
with vitamin D, Crandall said.
Despite the deficiency affecting the country, some students
on campus feel they do a good
job getting their vitamin D on a
regular basis.
"I drink a lot of milk and I eat
food that has vitamin D in it
often, so I think I'm fine," said
sophomore Courtney Wheaton.
There are also vitamin D
supplements that can be purchased at any store for those
who are lactose intolerant or
allergic to seafood. But while
those supplements are available, students are encouraged
to first incorporate vitamin D
foods into their diet before taking the pills.
different majors.
Sworden said he saw a lot of
his friends graduate in four to
five years.
Sworden does not see his
time at the University as bad,
he said, since he was able to
enjoy the social side of college
more as he went along. He said
he made many new friends he
will keep forever.
"It is not all just about
textbooks," he said.
Many
students
who
graduate in four years miss the
social scene of college and the
nonrequired classes, Sworden
said.

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor
Summer 2010
BG News Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year
The Gavel Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year

Gnclave2
Ultimate Student Living
912 KLOTZ ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

The Key magazine Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year
The Obsidian Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
Applications due: 5pm Tuesday, March 30 in 204 West Hall.
Interviews will be Friday, April 2.

41S-353-4316
MiiMiMienclave2aptSiC0in
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TUTORS
From Page 1
wasn't bad, but it was less
structured, leaving her tutors
to do as best they could.
Fether said there has been
an increase in students' abilities to read through the program since the restructuring.
On the AIMS report, a statistical analysis of students'
progress, there was a definite
increase in several children's
level of comprehension.
The Help-A-Child Program
focuses primarily on language
arts, which is broken down into
alphabet recognition, phonics, sight words, fluency and
comprehension, Fether said.
Fether
said
the
vast
majority of tutors she receives
are University students.
[tidy Zorbach, educational
fundamentals and inquiry
coordinator, said students can
use what they learn in class
immediately and gain field
experience at the same time.
The Help-A-Child Program is
an individual program, but
University students can be

Wednesday. Match 17.2010 5

WAVE TO THE CROWD

"Teachers have said, 'This is the best
student I have ever had. So-and-so
is going to be a great teacher.'"
Judy Zorbach | Education fundamentals and inquiry coordinator
part of it if they take the educational psychology class.
Graduate
student
Jill
Distel said she loved working within the Help-AChild Program when she
was an undergraduate. She
worked at Plan, Do & Talk
preschool on East Oak Street.
Distel said she used both the
program and what she learned
in class to help her teach her
student.
She
said
she
had
learned
how
she
needed
to
teach
her
students at her level and how
to make it fun.
"I had a little girl who
was beginning to learn
letters,"
Distel
said.
"I
actually had
her trace
letters in sand."
Zorbach said she constantly
gets feedback from students
who say the program helped

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredproperiiesco.com

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

them learn how to work with
children, including difficult
ones.
She said it is very rewarding to hear comments from
teacher reviews.
"Teachers have said, 'this is
the best student I have ever
had,'" Zorbach said. "'So-andso is going to be a great teacher.'"
I incl.it .l,i\ i,iin i. likc/ui Iuc h.

helps place University students in schools. She said she
enjoys working with the program because of its benefits.
Fether said despite the
structure, students have
freedom to practice their
teaching abilities through the
program. She said students
use the program as a tool to
enhance the learning of the
students, and the program
would not work without them.

COURTNEY STELLAR

HILLSDALE APARTMENTS
3 BEDROOMS

Shamrock
Storage

On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal
Full Basements
Washer and Dryer Unit
Patios & Grassy Areas Great For Cornhole
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
• Carports

530 S Maple St.
419-352-9378

&£

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com
info@meccabg.com

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

FRUGAL
FALCON$
Can You Cut Back on
These 8 Expenses?

•Near Campus
Security Fence
■ 24 Hr Access
• Open 24 Hours

~ IS.
p 6.
^s.| 7.
- 8.

Food
Coffee
Beauty Treatments
Books

•Many Sizes
Brought to you by:

Summer
Storage!

BGSU.
Don't Make Extra Work

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30

' HE BG NEWS

ENCORE: Lmford Deiweilef (left) and Kann Bergquisi exit the stage after a three-song encore Tuesday evening. Detwetler and
Bergquisi. who ate married, make up the group Over the Rhine, which played a concert in Kobacker Hall Tuesday

w**bgtu«kj,tmim
4I9J72J252

Leave Your "Things"!
GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

(419)354-0070
1724 E. Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

CREDIT UN.ON

6

GARDASIL.
[Human Papillomavirus Quadrivalent
(Types 6,11,16, and 18) Vaccine, Recombinant]

INTERESTED IN GARDASIL!
GARDASIL IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND MANY
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER IT.
TALK TO YOUR CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER
OTHER HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs
to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

♦ * MERCK

\\ hile \our insurance compam may reimburse for GARDASIL.
umi eligibility for coverage and reimbursement for GARDASIL
depends on \our individual insurance benefit. You can contact
t mi insurance compan\ for details on coverage for GARDASIL.

SUMMER LEASES
NOW

GREENBR1AR, INC.

M

44.> l-.:ist Wooster St. 352-0717
w «.< Ircenbriar Ren tills.con

FORUM

"Ohio averages about six earthquakes per year. These occur mostly in
northeast Ohio and in western Ohio in places such as Shelby."
- Mike Hansen, coordinator of Ohio Seismic Network [see story, pg. 1].
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P CUr Lk ON InE STREET What should happen to people who don't wear green on St. Patricks Day?
They should get

Tarred and

"Forced to shotgun

money because they

feathered."

a beer"

"Kill them."

&

VISIT US AT

BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

can't afford the color

today's People On The

green"

SHAY GALLEY.
Sophomore
•
Communication '

BLAKE WILLIAMS.
Freshman.
Business

TIM REED.

Sophomore.
Art

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your

MORGAN WARD.
Freshman.
TCOM

feedback at bgviews.com.

St. Patricks Day is a time for all
Americans to celebrate together

Kermit the l;rog once said. "It's
not easy being green." While that
may he tnie most of the year, it is
not so on St. Patrick's Day. a day
of drinking, partying and a green
dress code.
But this day is more than just
that. Here in America it is a day
that shows how united we are,
and it shows how much modern Americans can forge! their
|wst heritage and spend time celebrating together. It's a day when
"everyone is Irish," despite the
different cultural backgrounds of
this nation.
This is a nation created by
countless nations and ethnic
groups from around the world,
but on St. Patty's Day, we all put
our past to the side and celebrate
as a single people. Everyone can

be Irish on this day, just like
anyone can become American if
they want to enjoy the freedom
of living here.
The holiday shows us the past
does not control us or determine who we are. On a day filled
with symbols of Ireland, no one
ever spends the day remembering the dark side of history.
No one spends St. Patrick's Day
remembering the centuries of
English occupation, the horror
and death of the Potato Famine
or the terrorism of the IRA and
Northern Ireland. Instead, people spend the day partying, surrounded by Irish beer, shamrocks and leprechauns.
Recently, 1 wrote a column
about Black History month stating that while the great achievements of Americans like MIX can
not be forgotten, the month-long
remembrance itself seems to
focus on the negative side of history. Why not focus on the good
sides of historical black culture
like jazz and Motown music and
the rich heritage from the south.

That is what St. Patrick's Day
has become. It is not just a day for
the Irish, but a day to celebrate the
positive sides of Ireland's history
and let the whole nation participate in the celebration by making
everyone an honorary Irishman.
In a nation as divided as the
United States, a day like St.
Patrick's Day is very important. In
a nation with so many different
cultures and histories living within its borders, it is great to know
people can be brought together
and have fun exploring a culture
that may not be their own.
It is something we must do with
all the cultures of this country for
us to reach where we need to
be. And what better way to start
toward that goal than with a large
pint of Guinness in hand? Maybe
Kennit the Frog just needed more
green beer to show him how fun it
is to be green.

Respond to Bryan at
llieneivs@bgneuis.com

Politics as usual will not succeed
in the 2010 election season

The silly season is on; the election
campaign has begun for 2010.
One of the first comments
is by a candidate for the Ohio
Senate who promotes one of
those bumper sticker solutions,
"Strung schools and lower taxes."
That sounds like an oxymoron;
how can you have both? The sad
thing is tliis candidate is a retired
school teacher who should have a
real-world view of education and
the result of politicians tinkering
with it. like No Child Left Behind
(which was more like "All Children
left Behind") and the other brilliant idea, proficiency tests.
The other bumper sticker saymgis. "They will fight in Columbus
to bring jobs to Ohio." My thought
on this very tired statement is
simple: can we watch this fight
on pay-per-view or on Spike?
Ibis brings to mind an interesting visual, a huge ring in front of
the Capitol Building in Columbus
with Ohio politicians squared off
in a ring with the |>oliticians from
other states, kind of like the ultimate tag team event.
Polls show the electorates'
number one issue is, of course,

jobs, so all candidates will be running on the premise and promise
to fight for jobs for their districts.
For the past 20 years, fighting in
Columbus has meant politicians
using a "slash-and-burn" economic policy by adopting a cutting-taxes-and-giving-away-the
-farm strategy to "lure" new jobs
into < )hio. How successful has this
strategy been?
In that time, we have lost hundreds of thousands of jobs. In
2006, the legislature turned the
Ohio tax code on its head again,
abolishing the tangibles tax and
the corporate tax and cutting the
state income tax by 21 percent.
We were in an economic doldrum at the time, with revenue
plunging across the board. Why
would you further cut the revenue stream? The explanation was
that this would spur economic
development and job creation.
Paraphrasing the words of an old
Wendy's advertising ad, where are
the jobs?
The real explanation is that
the top earners and large corporations walked away with the
beef and the rest of us got stuck
with an empty bun. The corporate tax that provided a huge
revenue stream for the state to
fund things like higher education
was eliminated; one large corporation bragged this single item
saved it $98 million a quarter in
taxes or 2 cents per share of their

outstanding common stock.
By reducing the taxes the rich
and large corporations pay, we
have shifted the burden to the
bottom 60 percent of Ohioans.
The working classes are bearing
the burden through paying a disproportionate share of the state
income taxes, increased property taxes, sales taxes, state gambling (the poor are the ones who
support iti, skyrocketing college
tuition, higher and higher fees for
licenses, drivers, fishing, and hunting and late fees on top of fees.
College tuition has increased
many times since I was a freshman in 1973 at the University
from $450 a year to over $9,000
with no relief in sight. It does not
take genius to see it would be
simple to increase revenues to
keep tuition down, maybe even
lower it, to increase K-12 funding by reinstituting the corporate
tax and the higher rate on those
who make $200,000 or more.
This would bring some form of
tax fairness to Ohio, which ranks
high on the inequities in its tax
structure toward the middle and
lower classes which pay more
than 60 percent of the taxes and
have less than 30 percent of the
wealth in Ohio.
Bumper sticker answers are not
going to work in the campaign of
2010, for the people can read the
handwriting on the wall and are
not accepting business as usual.

SPEAK YOUR MIND

Respond to Pat at
tlienews@<bgnews.com

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

JULIE REITH I THE BG NEWS

The Internet is a democratic tool
against corporate media control
and possession of information. Most people were serfs
and pawns in the constant ebb
and flow of history in the past.
Then, in 1440, a man named
Herman lohanne Gutenberg
gave the common man a
chance to participate in the
Spring break, to me, is anoth- consumption and expression
er excuse to watch TV. I know of ideas. Gutenberg freed up
I'm in the minority, but I the monopoly of ideas by monprobably had more fun than archs, empires and pontiffs.
Today, we don't even fret
everyone else.
Last year, break was spent in about information. We live
my bleak apartment, revisiting in a world saturated with it,
classic Kung Fu titles like "Snake where the only crisis we face is
in the Monkey's Shadow." This whether to check Facebook or
year was different. The weath- read Russian writer Vladamir
er wasn't bad and I took a few Nabukov. We are participants
walks around this amazing lit- and shapers in the new evolutle town. It has always amazed tion of world history.
We aren't just passive observme how it becomes a ghost
town in a matter of hours. The ers. Facebook, Twitter and
sudden mind-numbing silence YouTube have turned everyone
that envelops the town during into participants and consumspring break is disorienting to ers of information. Yet the truth
some, but heavenly bliss for is, in this new information-rich
age the threat to this freedom
silence lovers like me.
My theme this year was docu- of information is not from govmentaries, most of them free ernments but the ever-reaching
and online. I watched my favor- power of the corporation. This
ite PBS documentary "The Tank is a reality Gaylor's excellent
Man." I also watched a docu- documentary highlighted for a
mentary on Napoleon (don't ask documentary fanatic like me.
me why, I just felt like it). Then,
The global media system is
I saw something called "RiP: A dominated by a few powerful,
Remix Manifesto," and it was mostly U.S.-based, multinationeasily one of the most fulfilling al corporations. Until the 1980s,
86 minutes of my documentary- media systems were largely
watching life.
national in scope and the basic
Directed by Brett Gaylor, "A broadcasting and newspaper
Remix Manifesto" explores the industries were domestically
evolution of copyright laws owned and regulated. Then, in
in society. In particular, he the 1990s companies expanded
does an excellent job of going and began to have a hand in
into the legal conundrum of everything. This is resulting in
remixing existing works of art. the conglomeration of media.
I was drawn to this because
Conglomerations
proI'm a huge fan of early hip duce movies, books and
hop, which was largely built soundtracks built around
on remixing preexisting musi- the same idea. This is done
cal works. It got me thinking to milk all the money possinot just about copyright, but bilities out of people's ideas.
about the evolution of mass We have seen this in everycommunication and how cor- thing from the "Twilight" saga
porations have such a heavy to "Avatar." This is why more
hand in controlling the flow of and more movies are based on
information.
best-selling books and original
It got me thinking about how scripts are a rarity. That's why
in the past, monarchs, emper- mainstream musicians are
ors and religious pontiffs held using tried and tested formuan iron grip on expression las to churn out copycat music,

hence the proliferation of Lady
Gaga-inspired eurotechnosounding divas on the radio.
But consumer, don't you be
afraid. The Internet is just too
democratic a medium to be
conquered by anyone.
We have seen governments
worldwide fear the power of the
Internet. The Iranian government was quick to bring down
blogs promoting free speech
and dissent; the Chinese have
acted similarly.
The Internet's very premise is
democratic in nature. An integrated network of computers
speak and spread information
with no gatekeeper acting as
regulator. These governments
realize an uncontrolled, unrestricted Internet is a very powerful tool.
In the documentary "Mash
Up," musician Girltalk is profiled. His art involves using bits
and pieces of popular music
to create unique and innovative music. He represents an
important fact about culture;
that they are built on top of one
another and not independently
of each other. Innovative ideas
always get bits and pieces of
pre-existing ideas.
But corporations, by using
patenting and licensing, are
trying to limit and halt people's
abilities to do this. Corporations
don't want everyone to be a participant in history; they want
to relegate us to consumer status. In watching documentaries like these I realized how
much of what is popular today
is being decided by corporations. Innovative films and
music aren't as popular because
they don't have huge corporate
machinery to back them; I have
to sit and take Harry Potter
books, movies, comics and
video games based on the same
stale idea.
As consumers of media, people need to be conscious and
not give their power up to corporate juggernauts.
Respond to llama at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenewsdibgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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ODD BRIEFS
Drunk teacher
allegedly bites man's
ear in attack
ST PAUL. Mmn.(AP)- A middle
school teacher was accused of biting
of( part o( a man s ear during a
confrontation at a St Paul diner
Prosecutors said the 50-year
old woman was drunk when she
attacked the man at the Uptowner
about 4 am Sunday. A criminal
complaint said the J5-year-old man
was eating with friends when one
made a comment about one of the
women with the suspect.
The complaint says the suspect
approached the group of men.
licked the victim's ear. then bit off
part of it.
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Woman allegedly
hits sister with
toilet tank lid

Hurt dog shows
up at New Mexico
emergency room

IOWA CITY. Iowa (AP) - Iowa
City police arrested a woman who
allegedly attacked her sister with
the lid of a toilet tank Nitasha
Johnson, of Iowa City, was arrested
early Sunday and charged with
domestic abuse assault causing
in|ury and interference with official
acts According to police. Johnson
removed the lid and hit her sister
during a fight Authorities said the
sister suffered an injured foot and
finger.

FARMINGTON.N.M.(AP)-The
patient was only slightly injured when
he limped into a hospital in the northwest New Mexico city of Farmington.

SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

BG
BUCKS

The only problem was. he was a
dog
When the automatic doors at
San Juan Regional Medical Center's
emergency room slid open Saturday
night, the pooch walked in. blood on
his nose and paw. and a puncture hole
in one leg

FREE T-SHIRT
WHEN YOU TAKE A TOUR

Animal control officer Robin Loev
(L0HV) responded to a call from the
hospital and suspects the puncture
wound was from the bite of another
dog

Johnson was taken to the
Johnson County jail. She remained
in jail on Monday on a $1,500 bond.
Jail officials did not know if she had
hired an attorney

419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
bgstudenthouslng.com

Loev says the German shepherd
mix appeared to be intelligent and
calm - and knew enouqh to go to the
right place

TH F

ENCLAVE

The animal was taken to the
Farmington Animal Shelter and
claimed by its owner.

Offer good

Man arrested after
firing shotgun at his
own fence

Trooper makes two
DUI arrests in one
traffic stop

Helicopter rescues
horse stranded on
Arizona sandbar

MANDEVILLE. La. (AP)-A 41-yearold man faces felony charges after
firing a shotgun at his fence to "blow
off steam" after an argument with his
wife. Mandevle police spokesman Eric
Gulino said officers were called to the
home Sunday after neighbors reported
hearing gunshots from the property.

FAIRBANKS. Alaska (AP)-Alaska
State Troopers needed just one traffic
stop to make two arrests for drunken
driving. Troopers said a highway patrol
officer arrested a 42-year-old man for
drunken driving after stopping him for
speeding on Sunday. A short time later,

BUCKEYE. Ariz (AP)-It's not every
day you see a horse fly.
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1130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green. OH
Expires: 07-31-10

a 29-year-old man arrived to take custody of the car The officer determined
he had driven to the scene while drunk.

The Times-Picayune reported the
man told police he had been in an argument with his wife and had fired at his
own fence to relieve his anger.

Both drivers were taken to the
Fairbanks Correctional Center

Present coupon before ordering Limil one coupon per customer pel visil No! good with any other rood
olie' Mo substations please Slate sales ta> applicable Cash redemption value ttOOc
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The river s swift-moving current
prevented an earlier rescue and the
horse was trapped on the sandbar
with a few bushes and trees to munch
on. His rider was one of three people
rescued after they tried to ride in the
river Friday.

The Fairbanks Daily News-Miner
reported that the second man also had
an outstanding warrant for failure to
report to jail from a prior DUI

No one was injured by the shots and
the only propel ty the man damaged
was his own. but police booked him
with illecjalfy discharging a weapon and
aggravated criminal damage to property, which are both felonies.

■

A helicopter flew Colorado, a
horse, to safety after he spent five
days stranded on a sandbar on the
Gila River about 36 miles southwest
of Phoenix

y\ I
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The horse was prepped for the
flight Tuesday using a tranquilizer
before being placed in a harness with
blinders on.
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You can access everything that you need,
including tutorials, via the "Student Center"
at the MyBGSU portal.
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"Ohio averages about six earthquakes per year. These occur mostly in
northeast Ohio and in western Ohio in places such as Shelby.
- Mike Hansen. coordinator of Ohio Seismic Network [see story, pg. 1].
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ICbTKtcT What should happen to people who don't wear green on St. Patrick's Day7

lUlLxUN
"They should get

"Tarred and

"Forced to shotgun

money because they

feathered"

a beer"

"Kill them."

k

Have your own take on

can't afford the color

today's People On The

green."

Street? Or a suggestion tot

Fmhnw
Business

anyonet an become Vmerican it
thej want to enjoy the freedom

M'linn the I rog once said, "Its
■iiu cas\ being green." While thai
:n, i\ In- true mosi of the year, II is
ii Si Patrick's Day. ,i daj
.it drinking, partying and a green
dress unit'.
Hut ihis da\ is more than just
that. Here in \merica u is a day
tli.it shows how united we are,
.mil it shows how much IIHKI
em Americans can forget their
past heritage and spend time eel
cbraiingtogether. Ii'sada) uhen
everyoni is Irish," despite the
litleiviit cultural backgrounds of
this nation.
i his is ,i nation created !>\
I'ountless nations and ethnic
groups from around the world,
si Paitv •• I lav. we all put
.mi past to the side and celebrate
le people I veryonei an

oi living here.
I he holiday slums us the past
does not control us or detei
mine who we are. On a da) filled
with symbols ol Ireland, no one
evei spends the da) remem
beting the dark side ol history.
No one spends St. Patrick's Day
remembering the centuries ol
I nglish occupation, the horror
and death ot tin' Potato Famine
HI ill. terrorism ol the lit \ and
Northern Ireland. Instead, people spend thi' day partying, sur
rounded by Irish beer, sham
rocks ami leprechauns.
Recently, I wrote a column
about Black History month stating thai while the great achievements i il Americans like \l I k can
not be forgotten, the month-long
remembrance itsell seems to
locus on the negative side of history. Win not focus on the good
sides ol historical black culture
like j.i// and Motown music and
tin' rich heritage from the south.

That is what Si. Patrick's Day
has become It is not just a day for
the Irish, hut a day locelehrate the
positive sides of Ireland's history
and let the whole nation participate in thi' celebration by making
everyone an honorary Irishman,
In a nation as divided as the
United States, a day like St.
Patricks Day is very important In
a nation with so many clill'erciil
cultures and histories living with
in its borders, it is great to know
people can he brought together
and have tun exploring a culture
that nia\ not he then own
It is something we must do with
all the cultures ot this country for
us to reach where we need to
he. And what better way to siart
toward that goal than with a large

pint of Guinness in hand? Maybe
Kermil the I rug just needed more
green beet to show him how fun it
is m he green.

rhe silly season is on: the election
ampaign has begun for 2010.
tine of the first comments
is In ,i i andidate lot the Ohio
-sen,ne who promotes one ol
(hose bumper shekel volutions
Strong schools and lower taxes.
! hat sounds like an oxymoron;
how can MIII have both? I he sad
thing is this candidate is ,i retired
chool le.ii her who should have a
real-world view ol education and
the result ol politicians tinkering
.vitli II like No t hild Left Behind
which was more like "All Children
i ell Behind"! and the other brilliant idea, profit lent v tests.
I he Othei hiimpei stukei sav
ingis.'ihev will tight in Columbus
tobringjobstoi Him. My though!
HI this very tired statement is
simple: can we watch this light
mi p.iv pel view or on spike;
I his brings to mind an interesting visual, a huge ring in front ol
iliet apitul Building in Columbus
,viili Ohio politicians squared oil
in I ring with the politicians from
ntlier states, kind of like the ultimate tag team event,
Polls show the electorates
' ii in itti-i one issue is ot course,

jobs, so all candidates will he run
ningon the premise and promise
in light tor jobs lor their districts.
tin the past _'0 years, fighting in
t olumbus has meant politicians
using a slush and bum" economic policv In adopting a cutting taxes and giving-au ay -the
taiin strateg) to "lure" new jobs
intot ihio. How successful has this
strategy been?
In that time we have lost hull
dieds ol thousands ol jobs. In
2006, the legislature turned the
(lino tax dull' on its head again.
abolishing the tangibles tax and
the corporate tax and cutting the
si,lie income tax In 21 percent.
We were in an economic dolduitn at thi' time, with revenue
plunging across the board Why
would you funnel cut the reve
nue stream? I he explanation was
that this would spur economic
development and job creation.
Paraphrasing the words ol an old

Vvendy's advertising ad, where are
the jobs?
The real explanation is that
the tup earners and large corporations walked away with the
iieet and the rest ot us not stuck
with an empty bun. Hie corporate tax that provided a huge
revenue stream lor the state to
lund things like higher education
was eliminated: one large corporation bragged this single item
saved it S!iK million a quarter in
taxes or 2 cents per shale of their

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinton column 01 news story?
Here's how to get m touch with us for letters to the editor:

outstanding common stuck.
liv reducing the taxes the rich
and large corporations pay. we
have shifted the burden to the
bottom lit) percent of Ohioans.
rhe working classes an' bearing
the burden through paying a dis
proportionate share of the state
income taxes, increased prop
elIV taxes, sales taxes, stale gam
tiling (the poor are the ones who
support itl. skyrocketing college
tuition, higher and higher lees tor
licenses, drivers, fishing, and huni-

ing and late fees on top of fees.
College tuition has increased
many times since I was a fresh
man in 1973 al the University
from S450 a year to over SH.tKKI
with no relief in sight. It does not
take genius to see il would be
simple to increase revenues to
keep tuition down, maybe even
lower it, to increase K-12 funding by reiiistiluling the corporate
tax and the higher rale on those
who make $200,000 or more.
Ibis would bring some form of
tax fairness to Ohio, which ranks
high on the inequities in its lax
Structure toward the middle and
lower classes which pay more
than (>0 percent of the taxes and
have less than :ttl percent of the
wealth in Ohio.
Bumper slicker answers are not
going to work in the campaign of
2010, for the people can read Ihe
handwriting on the wall and are
not accepting business as usual.
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ttwnewsQbgriews.com
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The Internet is a democratic tool
against corporate media control

lies/Mind to Bryan at
tlwnews@bgnews.com

Politics as usual will not succeed
in the 2010 election season

a question' Give us your
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St. Patricks Day is a time for al
Americans to celebrate together
hi' Irish on this day, just like
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Spring break, to me, Is another excuse to watch TV. I know
I'm in ihe minority, but I
probably had more fun than
everyone else.
I ast year, break was spent in
my bleak apartment, revisiting
classicKung I u titles like "Snake
in the Monkey's Shadow.'' I his
year was different. The weather wasn't bad and I took a lew
walks around ibis amazing little town. It has always amazed
me bow it becomes a ghost
town in a matter of hours. The
sudden mind-numbing silence
thai envelops the town during
Spring break is disorienting to
some, but heavenly bliss for
silence lovers like me.
My theme this year was documentaries, most of them free
and online. I watched my favorite ens documentary The lank
Man." 1 also watched a documentary on Napoleon (don't ask
me why. I just fell like it). Then,
I saw something called "RiP: A
Remix Manifesto,'' and it was
easily one of the most fulfilling
(It) minutes of my documentarywatching life.
Directed by Brett Gaylor, "A
Ifemix Manifesto" explores the
evolution of copyright laws
in society. In particular, be
does an excellent fob of going
into the legal conundrum of
remixing existing works of art.
I was drawn to this because
I'm a huge fan of early hip
hop, which was largely built
on remixing preexisting musical works. It got me thinking
noi just about copyright. Inn
about the evolution of mass
communication and how corporations have such a heavy
hand in controlling the flow of
informal ion.
II got me thinking about how
in the past, monarchs, emperors and religious pontiffs held
an iron grip on expression

and possession of information. Most people were serfs
and pawns in the constant ebb
and flow of history in the past.
Then, in 1440, a man named
Herman lolianne Gutenberg
gave the common man a
chance to participate in the
consumption and expression
ol ideas. Gutenberg freed up
the monopoly of ideas by monarchs, empires and pontiffs.
Today, we don't even fret
about information. We live
in a world saturated with it,
where the only crisis we face is
whether to check I acebook or
read Russian writer Vladamir
Nabukov. We are participants
and shapers in ihe new evolution of world history.
We aren't just passive observers. I-'acebook, Twiner and
YouTube have turned everyone
into participants and consumers of information. Yet the truth
is, in this new information-rich
age Ihe threat to this freedom
of information is not from governments but the ever-reaching
power of the corporation. This
is a reality (iaylor's excellent
documentary highlighted for a
documentary fanatic like me.
The global media system is
dominated by a few powerful,
mostly U.S.-based, multinational corporations. Until the 19H0s,
media systems were largely
national in scope and the basic
broadcasting and newspaper
industries were domestically
owned and regulated. Then, in
the 1990s companies expanded
and began to have a hand in
everything. This is resulting in
the conglomeration of media.
Conglomerations
produce movies, books and
soundtracks buill around
the same idea. This is done
lo milk all the money possibilities out of people's ideas,
We have seen this in everything from the "Twilight" saga
to "Avatar." This is why more
and more movies are based on
best selling books and original
scripts are a rarity. Thai's why
mainstream musicians are
using Iried and tesled formulas to churn out copycat music,

hence the proli feral ion of Lady
(iaga-inspired eurotech nosounding divas on the radio.
But consumer, don't you be
afraid. The Internet is just too
democratic a medium to be
conquered by anyone.

We have seen governments
worldwide fear the power of the
Internet, The Iranian government was quick to bring down
blogs promoting free speech
and dissent: the Chinese have
acted similarly.
The I nternet 's very prem ise is
democratic in nature. An integrated network of computers
speak and spread information
with no gatekeeper acting as
regulator. These governments
realize an uncontrolled, unrestricted Internet is a very powerful tool.
In the documentary Mash
Up," musician (lirllalk is profiled. His art involves using bits
and pieces of popular music
to create unique and innovative music. He represents an
important fact about culture;
thai they are built on top of one

another and not independently
of each other. Innovative ideas
always get bits and pieces of
pre-existing ideas.
But corporations, by using
patenting and licensing, are
trying to limit and halt people's
abilities to do this. Corporations
don't waul everyone to be a participant in history: they want
to relegate us to consumer status, in watching documentaries like these I realized how
much of what is popular today
is being decided by corporations. Innovative films and
music aren't as popular because
they don't have huge corporate
machinery to back them; I have
to sit and take Harry Potter
books, movies, comics and
video games based on the same
stale idea.
As consumers of media, people need to be conscious and
not give their power up to corporate juggei nauls.
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Flush & Fill
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Tire Sale
Buy 3. get 1

Fall 2010

17743 N. Dixie Hwy
419-353-7222
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15%

Lube oil'Filter:
$1595
$25 Gas Card

STUDENT DISCOUNT
in lieu o> any other oMer

$50 Gas Card
! any service perlor'"- I
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REG ISTRATION

i
?

Go to:
my.bgsu.edu
1. select > student center
2. select > add a class
3. enroll in classes

Questions?
Call the Registration Hotline:
419-372-4444
8am to 5pm Monday-Friday
You can access everything that you need,
including tutorials, via the "Student Center"
at the MyBGSU portal.

Auto Service
Centers
Wt' Offer Complete Automotive Repair
Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exnaust * General Maintenance
Healing & Cooling • lube On. Filter • Shocks & Struts
St.irting & Charging • Anil Much More'
Brake li Exhaust Inspections
Are Always FREE!

LUBE/OIL/FILTER &
TIRE ROTATION

$19*
If) '

tal and shop
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■

■

Bowling Green
(419)353-2444

OFFICE OF REGISTRATION & RECORDS

Mon

1087 S. Main Street
Ne*l !o P ZZA Hul
Fn 8 00am - 6 00pm • Sat 8:00am - 4 00pm
www.luffy.com

•n*r> 90 aays. no interest
apply today and get 10% of I
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SIDELINES

Hockey
Three Falcons sign
professional contracts
Former B6 hockey players
Kai Kantola. Kyle Page (pictured) and Tomas Petruska
have signed contracts to play
professional hockey All three
players signed over spring
break, with Kantola signing
an Amateur Tryout Contract
with the Norfolk Admirals of
the American Hockey League.
Page signing to play with the
Toledo Walleye of the East
Coast Hockey League and
Petruska signing with the Las
Vegas Wranglers (ECHL).

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

News Sports Blog for con-

" " K, •!','<-

BACK ON THE FIELD: Former Falcon football players Tyler Sheehan (left) and Freddie Barnes compete in drills during BG's Pro Day at Doyt Perry Stadium Tuesday afternoon.

tinued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

Former Falcon football
players flock to Pro Day

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section

Barnes finishes Pro Day
strong after slow start

has a Twitter feed Be sure
By Andrtw Harner
Senior Reporter

to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.

Scouts from 14 NFI.
teams were at Doyt Ferry
Stadium Tuesday afternoon for BG's football
Pro Day.
fifteen former Falcons,
including standout receiver Freddie Barnes, quarterback Tyler Sheehan and
safety PJ. Mahone, participated in the event.
Originally scheduled
to take place in the Perry
Field House, the event

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

T5T
Today in
Sports History
1998-The USA Women's
Hockey Team defeats Canada
for their first Olympic Gold
medal.

was moved outside to the
comfortable, yet windy,
weather.
"We
were
supposed to be inside, so
I didn't think I'd have
to deal with the wind,"
Sheehan said. "I've
been throwing in the
wind for five years now,
so it's not tOO bad."
Sheehan, who completed one of the finest
quai tcrbacking
seasons in school history
in 2009, throwing for
a school-record 4,051

By Scan Shapiro

yards and 27 touchdowns, said he drew a
lot of interest from the
Cincinnati Bengals and
Pittsburgh Steelers.
The Steelers have had
several Mid-American
Conference quarterbacks
on their team the past
five seasons with Ben
Hoethlisberger (Miami),
Byron Feftwich (Marshall).
Charlie Batch (Eastern
Michigan) and Omar
See PRO DAY | Page 7

Sports Editor

I was slipping on the Field."
Barnes said.

It wasn't the display that
Freddie Barnes wanted to
put on for scouts at BG's
Pro Day.
A last minute change
of plans moved the drills
outside, which had a detrimental effect on Barnes'
showing.
"I had to run home
and get my cleats, which
kind of njessed with my
preparation. My legs felt
heavy, and my start time

Not only did Barnes
have to run home and get
his cleats, but he also had
to adjust from Astro Turf,
which he had been working out on over the past
two months, to field turf
which is a "much different
surface."
The difference in the
surface was visible during
Barnes' 40-yard dash, something he needed a strong
showing in, as speed has
been the biggest question

surrounding the wide out.
"Some guys clocked me
around mid-4.6, last week;
I was running a lot better,
so I was real disappointed
with that," Barnes said.
While Barnes struggled
during physical tests, he
improved his showing duringthepositiondrillswhere
he hauled in passes from
quarterback Tyler Sheehan
and was tested on his route
running ability.
See BARNES | Page 7

1988—Loyola-Marymount
defeats Wyoming 119-115 in
the highest-scoring NCAA

mnasts struggle over spring
straight meet

basketball game.

The List
With BG's Pro Day taking
place at Doyt Perry Stadium
Tuesday afternoon, we take
a look at the top five former

By C J Watson
Reporter

Falcons who displayed their
skills in front of NFL scouts.

Over the break, the Bowling
Green
gymnastics
team
dropped two meets against
West Virginia and Kent State.
The Mountaineers downed
the Falcons
194.725 to
191.550 in Morgantown on
Sat. March (i.
West Virginia dominated
the meet, winning every
event of the day.
Breanne Guy had a solid
day for the Falcons, finishing
second on the beam with a
9.H25, en route to finishing
second in the overall competition, (iuy also took fourth
place on the bars.
Danielle Wishart tied for
fourth on the beam with a 9.750.
Dawn Christman was the
only other Falcon to place
in the top three in any event,
as she scored a 9.725, giving
her a second-place tie on
the floor.

1. Barnes: Freddie Barnes
set numerous records last
season and was a Biletnikoff
Award finalist.
2. Sheehan: At the other
end of Barnes' record-setting
season, quarterback Tyler
Sheehan was a 2009 ThirdTeam All-MAC selection.
5. Mahone: PJ. Mahone's
11 career interceptions are
fifth-most in school history.
4. Scheidler: Tight end
, Jimmy Scheidler was Second• Team All-MAC last season.
j 5. Brown: Defensive back
: Jahmal Brown finished his
j career with 506 tacklei

*

Kasey Fillmore look fourth
place in the event with a
9,625.
The Flashes were too much
to handle, as they bumped
themselves into the top of the
Mid-American Conference
standings, defeating BG
195.275 to 191.200 in Kent on
Sun. March 14.
It was much of the same
as Kent also dominated the
match facing the Falcons,
winning every event.
BG how holds an overall
record of 5-6 on the season.
The loss against Kent State
was the Falcons' first MAC loss
of the season. Before the meet,
BG and Kent shared MAC standings of 4-0.
Kent remains the leader in the
MAC, and BG holds a firm grip
on second place.
Wishart took first place on the
vault scoring a 9.875 and also
placed third on the floor with
a 9.825.
Fellow freshman Monica

Breanne

Guy
Finished second
overall against West
Virginia

Danielle
Wishart
Placed first on the
vault with a 9.875
against Kent State

Eaton was the only Falcon to
place in the top three in the bars
as she took third in the event.
Guy placed third in the beam
with a 9.700.
The Falcons play host to
Central Michigan this Sunday at
Anderson Arena in their last meet
before the MAC championships
on March 27. which are also being
held in BG.
Editor's note: Both meets
took place over spring break.

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS
CONCENTRATIOK: Kasey FJmore competes on the bars in a meet earlier this season.
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PRO DAY
From

"I've been throwing in
the wind for five

Jacobs (BGSU) all having had stints
years now, so its
with the team.
But as a Cincinnati native,
not too bad."
Sheehan was more excited
about a chance to play for his
Tyler Sheehan | Foimer BG quarterback
hometown team.
"I'm a Cincinnati guy, so I
have to like that a little bit," not revealed to anyone but the
Sheehan said.
scouts, not even the players.
The Bengals have scheduled
Following those drills, scouts
an individual workout with him could request that any player
for April 13, and Sheehan said perform individual drills such as
he should get more workout route running.
invitations.
The Atlanta Falcons, Baltimore
Barnes said catching passes Ravens, Cleveland Browns,
from his former quarterback Detroit Lions, Indianapolis Colts,
was the same as it was during Kansas City Chiefs, Miami
the past four seasons.
Dolphins, New York Giants and
"Tyler looked great," Barnes Washington Redskins also had
said. "He did real good. That's scouts present at the Pro Day.
what T always expect from
Other seniors from this
Tyler."
past season at the event were
Mahone. who has been work- safety lahmal Brown, running
ing with a personal trainer in back Chris Bullock, punter
Euclid since season's end, said Nick lovenelli, linebacker lerett
he did well for his first time run: Sanderson, tight end limmy
ning drills in front of scouts,
Scheidler, cornerback Roger
"I thought I had a pretty good Williams and receiver Chris
day," Mahone said.
Wright.
The players were put through
Players from other recent
several drills on and off the graduating classes at the Pro
field. They started in the Sebo Day were Loren Hargrove and
Center with bench press, ver- Dan Macon from 2007 and
tical jump and standing long Kenny Lewis, Antonio Smith
jump measurements.
and Sinisa Vrvilo from 2008.
Later in the day, the players
The last player from the
took to the field to be timed Falcons to be drafted was Kory
in the 40-yard dash, 20-yard Lichtcnstciger, who graduated
shuttle, I dull and 60-yard in 2007 and was selected by the
shuffle. Individual times were Denver Broncos.

BARNES
From Page 6

"He did well. He struggled a bit at
first, but when it came time to run
routes he did well and impressed
the scouts," Sheehan said.
In front of scouts from 15 different
NFL teams. Barnes ran fades, slants
and almost every other variety of
routes showinghis consistent hands
and playmaker ability.
"They love my hands and like me
as a receiver," Barnes said. "People
now just want to see me run."
With the NFL draft a little over
a month away on April 22, Barnes
has already gotten strong feelings
from several teams, particularly
Detroit, Kansas City, Indianapolis
and Cincinnati.
"A lot of teams need receivers, so
we'll see," Barnes said.
If Barnes is drafted on April
22, he'll already be somewhat
prepared for life as a professional athlete thanks to his
close friend Julian Wright.
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

"They love my hands
and like me as a
receiver. People
now just want to
see me run."

CO THHHFAT

Wright, a forward for the NBA's
New Orleans Hornets, has been
friends with Barnes since they were
both in high school, and has been
giving his friend advice during the
pre-draft process.
"I've actually talked to himabout
it, he's a better person than he is
basketball player and I have no
problem asking him for advice,"
Barnes said. "It's pretty cool to
have a best friend in the NBA."
With his success in his senior
year and during this past off-season,
Barnes is hoping that soon Wright
will have a best friend in the NFL.

904 E. Wooster 1419- 352-3588
5 beds. 1 booth • closest to campus

comma
Centerg

Freddie Barnes I Former BG receiver

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 15, 2010
One bedroom upper. Limit 2 people.
$420.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit S420.00 Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11

517 N. Summit
Three bedrooms. Limit 3 people.
$1,050 per month plus utilities.
Has attached garage. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

704 Second
Three bedrooms.
$975.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main 419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths • appl. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main 1419-354-1559
17 beds, 2 booths • no appt. needed

Qelebratino, ()ur

21

30* flnniversari, '

TmningCeqtBrBG.com

Sale! -30tkys $2>0 -Sale!
toys. Win Nun 8. It HOUTJ tpfl |
NEW CUSTOMERS

1 WEEK FREE
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

2 VISITS $5M

Tann for as low as I

$17
mm CHinguiw • i mart
EXP2 2aiO

ROUTE: Freddie Batnei runs routes al Tuesday's Pro Day

LOTIONS
UP TO

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

710 Elm $t.
Three bedrooms.
$760.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $760.00. Has washer, dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10- 5/7-11.

Are you a current BGSU
student with a 3.0 GPA?

722 Eighth St.

If so, you could be
eligible for a scholarship!

Three bedrooms.
$750.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $575.00.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7/11.

Available August 19, 2010
714 Eighth #B
Two bedrooms.
$680.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
•
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
720 Eighth St.
Three bedrooms. Limit 3 people.
$575.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
830 Scott Hamilton
Three bedrooms, 2 baths.
$925.00 per month plus utilities.
Has A/C. Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
256 S. College #A.
Three bedrooms. $750.00
per month plus utilities.
Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

9
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8
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9
Z

RUN: Tight end Jimmy Scheidler was dmong IS fonnei

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
1461/2 Manville

I
6
V
9
Z
L
8
9
£

712 Second, #A and #B
Two bedrooms in each unit.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Has dishwasher, C/A.

Application deadline: March 24

Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
r

72? Sixth
Three bedrooms.
$565.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants do not have use of garage.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

visit bgsualumni.com/scholarships
for more information /

?Q8E.Wppsttr
Three bedrooms.
$1,020.00 per month plus utilities
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

Families with children welcome to apply (or any rental unit.

Questions? (888) 839-2586
.BGSU

alumni
association

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

520 E. Reed St. $525/month

Newlove Rentals

■>'•■■«

525 E. Merry St. $525/month
507 E. Merry St. $525/month

.■

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

»

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished
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2010 NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Championship
First Head
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Regionals
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To enter the BG News NCAA Tournament I'ick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round.
A correctly picked game in the first round will get you a point,
followed by two points in the second round, four in the third round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you :(2 points. In the event of a tie, those in
contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to make a guess at
the combined score of the teams.

WIN!

Compliments of:

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

AL-MAR
COLONIAL LAXES
10 Ciame Party with Shoes
($60.00 Value)
UNIVERSITY

W:
s Free 1 lopping
Pizzas
(S49.9.r> Value)

bookstore

!f loot Panv Sub
($39.95 Value)

BGSU Sweatshirt
($40.00 Value)

10 OFF

We Specialize
in Taxes,
Your Taxes.

ANY PURCHASE
! OF $40 or MORE

H&R BLOCK

At H&R we specialize in taxes. Our professionals are expertly trained and
always up to date with the changes in tax laws. Which is why they can help
prepare an accurate return, assuring you what you want most, peace of mind.

R«!(*t.imAppY 1 Coupon i
C*nnol I*combMttdwith*>• otr*>off

Ai > v^'v^*-***

a4K*2*&

VERSA SPA

Get it Right.
Click, call or come over.
hrblock.com • 800-HRBLOCK

• Phone: 419-352-9467

H&R Block
Downtown Bowling Green
200 S Mam Si
Bowling Green OH 43402

• Mon-Fn 9:00am-9:00pm
• Sat 9:00am-5:00pm

a*i& THE WORKS

• Fax: 419-352-7747

"^"u" ; With Light or Medium Bronzer, |
I f
|Anti-Aging Moistunzer, and Amplifterl

Gee Shopping Center

1062 N. Main

i LMicaoBtvQflMataiinrffaOsnesMi

• Sun By Appointment
• Plenty of parking in njar

©2009 HRB Tax Group, Inc.
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Walmart

money. Live better.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Great Selection of Houses &
Apartments in Good Locations'.

STOP Available for 2010-2011
by our office &

oprttr

pick up the
New Listings)

• We hive Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Halroom Apartments. • In most cases,
riimished and unfurnished are the same price. • In most cases, water, sewer, and trash
are included. • Complete rental listing available on-line and in renial office.-

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 B. Woosier Mreet. Bowling (Jreen. (HI 11 ocated ICfOH From Taco Bell,
RENTAL OfnCB i419. 354-2260
Hours- V1onda> lo Krida> - K:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
Hwu.johnneulottTralesIate.com

OFFERING ALL OF YOUR
PARTY NEEDS!
« 3* OPEN 24 HOURS S
131 Wei! Gypsy Line • (413) 191-1771

Tires tone

COOO/tlAB

Tees • Hoodies • Hats • Jackets • Sweats
Greeks .Teams . Crawls . Events . Floors
Disc Golf Equipment
NEW STYLE SHIRTS AVAILABLE

SCMI UP TO $11 IT MINN HiUTi WHIN YOU PURCHASt < SELECT GOOQTEIII TIKIS
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419-479-710
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419-1611919

TiwllFinn
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123 S Main St • BG
419-354-6686
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BGSU LICENSED

Shamrock Village
CONDOMINIUMS • S T O It A (. V. • STUDIOS

SI IAMROCK STORAGE
check out Shamrock Village
'-miniums and Townhomcs
j«*SSWmbnth plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
Pet Friendly
1 ».r 2 Bedrotim
-_XcHlcn> location for BfpSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Dea/ptfice in some units

ShamrockBG.com or email: info@shamrockbg.com
^
t

Starring al: $425/irionth
Summer, semester, or year lease^^
Laundry facilities
Free High Speed Wireless
Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Includes cable, gas, ek-cti ic, water
Outdoor pool use
,|
—J
^^M Fully furnished I

Worth Every Schilling
1724 East Wooster St

419-354-0070

I
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MARCH MADNESS-

March 17.2010

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

2010 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Championship
First Round
'.'•'■5

H 20-2

5-erd Ro---d

Sweet 16

MARCH 22-23

MARCH 27-28

Elite
MARCH 29-30

First ffmi
MARCH 20-21

MARCH MADNESS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Wednesday. March 172010 11

To enter the BG News NCAA Tournament Pick'em Contest
simply pick the teams you think will advance in the first round.
A correctly picked game in the first round will get you a point,
followed by two points in the second round, four in the third round, etc...
Choosing the correct winner will get you 32 points. In the event of a tie,
those in contention will be contacted prior to the chmpionship game to
make a guess at the combined score of the teams.

WIN!

Compliments of:

Turn your entry into the BG News Sports
Department at 210 West Hall by noon on Thursday.
Make sure to include your name & phone number,
so we can call you if you win!

311

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

5 Free 1 Topping Pizzas
($49.95 Value)

3 Foot Party Sub
($39.95 Value)

BGSU Sweatshirt
($40.00 Value)

e^6 ST. PATTY'S

LIVE MORE
PAY LESS

<CIALS
Bar *St Grill

;JK(.mi.M-'

OPEN AT

20%

._

FREE BREAKFA
FOR FIRST 50 PE0I

On regular priced
menu items only

$2.50 CAR BOMBS

$2.50 JAMESON
$3.00 GUINNESS
$1 SHORT GREEN DRAFT

V

E

! HClA*

419.353.5100 ■ 706 NAPOLEON ROAD -TEXT BOWLING TO 47464

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
r

$2 TALL GREEN DRAFT

130 E. Wooster | 4ly-3b*:-U4tJu I www.reverandsbarandgrill.com

find w on

I Facebook

...

Planning a

A«vinnmg

March Madness party?

UNIVERSITY COURTS

tocation' UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
The Corner Of Clough S Mercer, One Block From Campus

*SU Dining nei|j.

Live
near

•*")/.
''Oi'©~

Falcon Action
One & Two Bedroom Apartments

rs

%

ImlmtelnJ
Soon
Center

„l

any

Generous utility package
included in your rent (gas,
water, sewer, trash & 77
channel cablevision)

BGSU.

W. Wooster Street

Unit Manaeer at trw

1-75
Clough Str««t

Check out ou,webs,te for Ptaueropt-ons:

Visit our model
419-352-0164

BGSU A

DININGOO

ij^jl

10 OFF

IMfll/.-tlllll.

T«IM **

ANY PURCHASE
OF $40 or MORE
RfMrxtions Apply 1 Coupon prtrunomw
Cannot be combmed »itri any other offer
E.jWMOl'll.JOlO

WJpt'iW. ... &*£**#'.$';

VERSA SPA

10

THE WORKS
With Light or Medium Bronzer, _
;Anti-Aging Moisturizer, and Amplifier!
j littltamMormiiNtaSpbmsMI '
/»»rt»i»»te*»«imio*(rt,»!!iv
,,„.„..,■.•,».,-,...•

1teas^iS.t'«
1racsi'
l......
tfm Aftj tfa.Wiii' .yd tryUm
CMpnVVK
1
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7

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
Management Inc.

419-353-5800

->-••■

C
0)
524 E.Wooster
4193528500
854 S. Main
419 354 2608

$10 OFF

1234 N. Main St. Woodland Mall
419 352 7279
131W.GypsyLaneRd.,WalMart
419 353 1630

|
I
mm. ■*•&
ZzL

]

Giant Sub

SUBWffT

o

u.

610 N. Main St.
New1 Bdrm/1bath $425
New 3 Bdrm/2 baths $900
Modern Kitchens
Walk to Downtown & Campus

Ask about discounts
www.meccabg.com

CLASSIFIEDS

12 Wednesday. March 17.2010

check us out
online @

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

For Rent

419-372-6977

1 & apts, close to campus.
available NOW, May & August
Call 419-708-9981

Charlestown Apts.
710 8 730 Scott Hamilton,
spacious 2BR. new kirchens.
S600'mo. call 419-352-4380

w itdnMiui

Campus Events
BGSU 2010 Orientation Leaders
Applications now available.
Due March 25. 2010
Questions7 E-mail:
esankey@bgsu edu

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Sports Bar!
Open 6am on St Patricks Day!
S3 Green Eggs & Ham Breakfast!
Great Specials & Giveaways all day!

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR, S380/mo
322 E Court- IBRapt,
S440/mo includes all util.
230 N Enterprise - 1BR. S370/mo
125 Baldwin - 3BR. 2ba, S885'mo
604 5th St. - 3BR. 2ba, $870'mo
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba. $870/mo
847 2nd St - 3BR. 2ba, $900/mo.
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917
2010-2011.1 & 2 BR, May or Aug.
1 8 2 BR avail now, short & long
term For more info call 354-9740
or contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews.com

2BR apts. 4th St, pets OK, reduced
price. S490/mo .gas'elec water incl
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

MidAm Apts
1 8 2 BR - S500/mo including heat.
641 & 702 3rd St, 8 839 4th St
Call 419-352-4380

2BR home, near campus,
newly remodeld, avail May 2010.
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882
3 BR house, 404 S. College.
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up lo S3007day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174
Do you like to work with people9 Join
our front ot the house staff Inquire at
Naslada Bistro in person. 182 S
Main St

3 BR townhouses. lease for 2010s/y.
4th St S 5th St.
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3 person house. 144 S Summit,
4BR. 3 baths. 51200/mo
Avail Aug 15. call 419-308-2050.

9

Do you like to work with people
Join our house staff!
Inquire at Naslada Bistro in person.
182 S Main St. BG.
Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care
givers lor days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons.
Perrysburg. OH
info@kidzwatch net
www kidzwatch net
Local hotel now hiring for 2 positions,
computer professional with multimedia experience, and a marketing
sales manager E-mail resume lo:
info@eidiproperties.com

426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010, S475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St,
2BR Apts Avail. May or August.
S490/S5O0 + util. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

OPEN LATE

»
•
■
>
>
>
•

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online

1

•WE DELIVER*
Come celebrate SI. Party's Day
with a delicious, green burrito
from Speedy Burritef.
WWW.SPEEDYBIJRRIT0S.COM

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses
Off Street & Guest Parking
Recycling Program

• Hair dryer & coffee
maker available in room
Right Across from BGSUI
$439.00/month

429.352.5222
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

3
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Please call form appointment.

INCLUDED

Napoleon

Office ■

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

--

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED
'MARCH MADNESS" $99 Deposit Special

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

University Village &
University Courts
Clough

Harry >«

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

109 1/2 N. Main St. #H & G

1

a

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Frl (10-1)

(one block
south
of campus)

meccabg.com • info(5)meccabg.com

114 S. Main St.

a

1
V

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional

419.353.5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

117 N. Main St.
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Fewer Bills and a Better Value

FULLLISTINGS

• Free local calls

1

s

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

WWW.MECCABG.COM
™ OUR 2010-2011

• Free cable TV

60
61
62
63
64
65

A IM S W E R S

-APARTMENTS-

419-906-4729

fridge & microwave

53
54
57

His, to Henri
Like large cereal boxes
Online suffix with Net
Some dashes
Like test papers awaiting
grading
_ chi ch'uan
Swell, slangily
1963 Elvis hit with the lyrics
"You look like an angel
... but I got wise"
Leave out
Signaled backstage, perhaps
"The Da Vinci Code" star
Shake, as a police tail
TV's tiny Taylor
Typical O. Henry ending

& SUMMIT TERRACE

WSjJe^d^BUmi^

• King or 2 double beds

44
45
48
49
50

De Beers founder
Rhodes
When "They Drive,"
in a 1940
Raft/Bogart film
Cat of many colors
Demand from a door
pounder
Vindictiveness
Superstar
Pixar clownfish
Alamo competitor
Ocean motion
Done, to Dumas
Questions
in Show"
gratia: by the
grace of God
Mich.-based labor
group

WINTHROP TERRACE

842 / 846 7th St. 3BR, 2 bath, new S
modern duplexes, close to campus.
Call 419-353-5078

"10-11 sy leases/apts houses, efts
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail
Discounts on i -6 BR houses & apts
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p.

1 Hit bottom?
6 Irritate
10 Excessive elbow-benders
14 Put down
15 Sandy color
16 World's largest furniture retailer
17 Fibs
20 Author LeShan
21 "Bad" cholesterol letters
22 Scrooge creator
23 The first film it aired was "Gone
with the Wind"
24 Inauguration Day events
25 Seductive peepers
29 Barnyard sound
32 A car with this is often easier to
resell
33 What quibblers split
35 Asian on the Enterprise bridge
36 Deadens
39 Spanish hand
40 Seagoing mil. training group
42 Montgomery native

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

424 E. Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt. great
location, avail Fall 2010 S950/mo.
.ilils incl. Call 419-352-5882

For Rent

Black Friday store event
Term paper abbr.
Excel input
Part of i.e.
Easily heard herd leader
Feeble cry
German "I"
"Dragnet" sergeant
Useless
Jockey's wear
Steinbeck migrant
Suffix with four, six.
seven and nine
41
13 Say freshly
18 _ Dances, the Count 43
of Monte Cristo
19 PayPal "currency"
23 Brook fish
46
24 On point
47
25 Cap'ns' subordinates
26 Make used (to)
48
27 Apollo's birthplace.
50
in Greek myth
51
28
culpa
52
29 Home of the
53
Hurricanes
54
30 Cuban-born TV
55
producer
56
31 United
58
34 Pile up
37 Mideast political gp.
59
38 No different from,
with "the"

ACROSS

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

3BR. each w/ private full bath.
close to campus. S950/mo.
Call 419-708-9981

Avail Aug. 2010. all upgraded.
large houses, call 419-308-2458
3 Bedroom houses:
127 Georgia St - S975/mo.
219 N Enterprise - $1350/mo,
606 Fifth SI - S900/mo.
131 N Church - S750/mo
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -S750/mo
3 BR apt 443 N Enterprise -550/mo
i BR apts 112 Ridge S: 350/mo
& 443 N. Enterprise - S300/mo

Play Sports' Have Fun! Save Money1
Maine camp needs counselors for
all land, adventure S water sports
Great summer! 888-844-8080 apply
campcedar com

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
PET FRIENDLY.
May Lease 2010-2011
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S875/m
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba S985/rno.
4 people allowed
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

vCnLCf

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2010-2011 sy.
1 8 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036. M-F. 9am.-3pm.
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.bgapartments.com

A

brought to you by

BGVfewsi

Classified Ads
1 In- lid News will not knowingly iKcepl
arivfimemenis ihai dWrimtnatf. ot
t'nioiirj(tetli" iluiiiukm ■plnif inylndl
tiitu.il or group M tl»' basis of lace. sex.
i mtigfon national origin Mmial
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WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Conveniently located to campus in a
neighborhood with shopping & services
A fiord ably priced for single or shared occupancy
Call now to schedule your visit: (419) 352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartmerits.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Downtown apartments
• Conveniently Located
• Starting at $325

